
Optimised creation of neutral and exchange data formats as a basis for business processes

Company-wide access to centrally managed documents, drawings, 3D views and CAD models during and after the 

design phase is essential for the smooth running of product development processes. Much of this data is created in 

specifi c authoring systems and not easily accessible to colleagues from other specialist areas, to business partners or 

customers. These groups therefore require universally readable fi le formats.

Such neutral, exchange, web or interactive 3D formats accompany a product throughout its entire life cycle providing 

cross-company access to important PLM data as well as disseminating information via output systems. Neutral for-

mats also ensure good quality documentation, e.g. by preventing modifi cations to already approved documents. Such 

formats can also be used to establish long-term digital archives for statutory retention periods that can span several 

decades. Furthermore, future portrayal problems due to incompatibilities to original applications or environments, e.g. 

the absence of fonts, are avoided.

Generating accurate product information for every task

The CIDEON Conversion Engine for SAP enables fully automated gene-

ration of neutral and exchange formats. Considerable savings in time and 

license costs are also gained from cross-company access to important 

data – without needing to use original applications.

From whatever data source or format the data originates, product infor-

mation is processed by the CIDEON Conversion Engine in an event-dri-

ven and rule-based approach. The data can be merged as required and 

transferred in formats such as PDF, JT or DXF.

CIDEON – effi cient engineering. 

CIDEON Conversion Engine
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Up-to-date product information at any time

The CIDEON Conversion Engine provides 

full integration into the SAP document 

management system (DMS). For example, 

in the event of a SAP DMS status change 

or any other request, a conversion task is 

created as an automatic SAP background 

process without burdening SAP job 

queues.

The CIDEON Conversion Engine organises downloading 

of application or CAD fi les as well as storing of conversion 

results either in the DIR of the converted original or in a 

separate DIR for the neutral format. The CIDEON Con-

version Engine client performs conversion to a neutral 

or exchange format based on the original application, 

including the option to match title blocks with data from 

the SAP system as well as adding stamps and logos to 

the documents.

Detailed logging and evaluation mechanisms as well as 

confi gurable notifi cation functions support monitoring 

and administration of the conversion process. Simple and 

fl exible confi guration of the conversion template allows 

complex and specifi c customer requirements to be processed. The CIDEON Conversion Engine’s underlying client/ser-

ver architecture provides optimal scalability and reliability while also ensuring the fastest possible processing of conver-

sion tasks using time- and resource-based strategies.

Fig.: The CIDEON CE client user interface (e.g. SOLIDWORKS)

Conversion Engine Framework (CE-F)

 The combination of state-of-the-art solutions from CIDEON (CE: Conversion  

 Engine for SAP) and SEAL Systems (DPF: Digital Process Factory)

 A framework for CAD conversion (CIDEON) and application/format conversion  

 (SEAL Systems)

 Easy integration of existing conversion landscapes into the new CE-F
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Overview of features

Technical features

 Full SAP integration without SAP modifi cation

 Supplied as a SAP software component

 Customisable using API’s, BAPI’s and BAdI’s

 Automatic SAP background process without 

 burdening SAP job queues

 Fast, reliable and fl exibly scalable

 Optimal processing time by combining steps in 

 downloading and opening of original data

 Multilingual conversions using CAD layer technology

 Universal converter (connection of any external 

 converter)

Functions

 Creation of conversion tasks – event-controlled and  

 rules-based

 Intuitive and detailed options for confi guring and 

 evaluating conversions

 Independent check-in and check-out in the content  

 server

 Extensive archiving mechanisms

 Confi gurable notifi cation mechanisms

 Sophisticated fail-safe mechanisms and fl exible scaling  

 options

 Original application utilised to create high-quality end  

 documents

 Option to enhance data with SAP information, stamps  

 and logos

 Automatic title block matching for CAD drawings

 Easy creation of conversion procedures

 Flexible integration of customer systems via scripts

Format and application converter 

 AutoCAD/Mechanical, Inventor, SOLIDWORKS, 

 Solid Edge

 Universal converter, e.g. for Pro/Engineer, NX, CATIA V5,  

 SAP Visual Enterprise Generator, EPLAN

A multitude of conversion formats are available. 

Contact us for details.

The CIDEON Conversion Engine is:

Consultancy you can trust

In addition to our software expertise in the CAD 

and engineering sectors, we offer a compre-

hensive portfolio of consultancy services and 

best practices to ensure your SAP PLM project 

succeeds.

 Implementing the CIDEON Conversion Engine  

 and other SAP PLM products and add-ons,  

 e.g.: CAD data import to SAP, CAD Release  

 Migration, Naming Catalog, etc.

 SAP Engineering Control Center Interfaces

 Support during SAP EHP release or when  

 switching to S/4HANA

Registration options for our free webinars:

www.cideon.com
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CIDEON Software & Services GmbH & Co. KG

Lochhamer Schlag 21 · D-82166 Gräfelfi ng

Tel. +49(0)89 909003-0 · Fax +49(0)89 909003-250

E-mail: info@cideon.com · www.cideon.de

Process consulting

Engineering software

Implementation

Global support


